Philanthropy has been part of Jack Taylor’s vision for Enterprise Holdings since the beginning.

In 1982, this commitment was formalized with the creation of the Enterprise Holdings Foundation. Through a variety of initiatives and programs, this philanthropic giving arm allows the company to better support communities across the globe.

- $520M donated to date
- $57.7M donated in fiscal year 2021
- 98% of grants are based on employee-identified initiatives
- $390M+ contributed to the United Way by employees through our giving match program since 1969
- $740K (in FY21) awarded to community nonprofits on behalf of outstanding regional teams as part of the Jack Taylor Founding Values Award

Health/human services 51%
Education 15%
Environmental/animal outreach 14%
Public/social benefits 14%
Disaster relief 2%
Military 2%
Arts 1%
Other 1%
Philanthropic Initiatives

Ongoing philanthropic programs are the cornerstones of our charitable work. These programs represent an ongoing commitment by Enterprise Holdings in key areas of outreach.

$30 million over 5 years
Preserving “blue infrastructure” for future generations, Routes and Roots supports The Nature Conservancy’s long-term water resource management initiatives across North America and Europe.

$55 million over 5 years
ROAD Forward supports organizations that advance social and racial equity in the communities where Enterprise Holdings operates, with a particular focus on Early Childhood Development, Youth Health and Wellness and Career and College Preparation.

$115 million over 10 years
Food insecurity exists everywhere. Enterprise Holdings is fighting to change that by investing in domestic and international hunger-relief programs that help even the most vulnerable populations.

$9 million over 9 years
No family should be without a home. Fisher House provides no-cost lodging to the families of veterans receiving treatment at military medical centers, and a special Heroes’ Legacy Scholarship supporting the children of those who died or have become disabled through military service since Sept. 11, 2001.

50 million trees over 50 years
We’re strengthening the roots of our environment. Established to honor Enterprise’s 50th anniversary, the 50 Million Tree Pledge is a partnership with the Arbor Day Foundation to restore and reforest ecosystems in the aftermath of natural disasters.

$1 million annually
Before the Red Cross raids in disaster relief, we aid in funding the Red Cross. This ongoing support helps enable the organization to respond immediately to those affected by domestic and international disasters of all sizes.